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Abstract
The combination of synthetic stable branched DNA and sticky-ended
cohesion has led to the development of structural DNA nanotechnol-
ogy over the past 30 years. The basis of this enterprise is that it is
possible to construct novel DNA-based materials by combining these
features in a self-assembly protocol. Thus, simple branched molecules
lead directly to the construction of polyhedrons, whose edges consist
of double helical DNA and whose vertices correspond to the branch
points. Stiffer branched motifs can be used to produce self-assembled
two-dimensional and three-dimensional periodic lattices of DNA (crys-
tals). DNA has also been used to make a variety of nanomechanical de-
vices, including molecules that change their shapes and molecules that
can walk along a DNA sidewalk. Devices have been incorporated into
two-dimensional DNA arrangements; sequence-dependent devices are
driven by increases in nucleotide pairing at each step in their machine
cycles.
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1. INTRODUCTION AND
PREREQUISITES FOR
STRUCTURAL DNA
NANOTECHNOLOGY

All the readers of this volume are aware that
DNA is the molecule that nature uses as ge-
netic material. The iconic antiparallel double
helical structure assumed by its two strands
facilitates high-fidelity recognition between
the nucleotides of complementary molecules.
Although every base can pair with every other
base, including itself (1), the Watson-Crick
pairing (2) of adenine (A) with thymine (T) and
guanine (G) with cytosine (C) appears to be the
favored type of interaction between polynu-
cleotides if the sequences of the molecules
permit it. Biology clearly exploits this form
of interaction in the replication of genetic in-
formation and in its expression. Nevertheless,
biology is no longer the only branch of science
where DNA is finding a significant role: It is
now possible to exploit DNA complementarity
to control the structure of matter.

This article reviews the history and current
status of using DNA to construct novel nano-
materials and to control their structures over
time. We describe below that DNA is used to-
day to build specific objects, periodic lattices in
two and three dimensions, and nanomechanical
devices. The dimensions of DNA are inherently
on the nanoscale: The diameter of the double
helix is about 2 nm, and the helical pitch is about
3.5 nm; hence, construction involving DNA is
fundamentally an exercise in nanoscience and
nanotechnology. Consequently, the area we dis-
cuss is called “structural DNA nanotechnol-
ogy,” and its goal is the finest possible level of
control over the spatial and temporal structure
of matter: Putting what you want where you
want it in three dimensions (3D), when you
want it there.

Structural DNA nanotechnology rests on
three pillars: (a) hybridization, (b) stably
branched DNA, and (c) convenient synthesis of
designed sequences.
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1.1. Hybridization

The self-association of complementary nucleic
acid molecules, or parts of molecules (3),
is implicit in all aspects of structural DNA
nanotechnology. Individual motifs are formed
by the hybridization of strands designed to pro-
duce particular topological species. A key aspect
of hybridization is the use of sticky-ended cohe-
sion to combine pieces of linear duplex DNA;
this has been a fundamental component of ge-
netic engineering for over 35 years (4). Sticky-
ended cohesion is illustrated in Figure 1a,
where two double helical molecules are shown
to cohere by hydrogen bonding. Not only is
hybridization critical to the formation of struc-
ture, but it is deeply involved in almost all the
sequence-dependent nanomechanical devices
that have been constructed, and it is central to
many attempts to build structural motifs in a se-
quential fashion (5). Among the various types of
cohesion known between biological molecules,
sticky-ended cohesion is very special: Not only
do we know that two sticky ends will cohere
with each other in a specific and programmable
fashion (affinity), but we also know the structure
that they form when they do cohere, a Watson-
Crick double helix (6). This key point is illus-
trated in Figure 1b. Thus, in contrast to other
biologically based affinity interactions (e.g., an
antigen and an antibody), we know on a pre-
dictive basis the local product structure formed
when sticky ends cohere, without the need to
determine the crystal structure first to establish
the relative orientation of the two components.

1.2. Stably Branched DNA

Although the DNA double helix is certainly the
best-known structure in biology, little biology
would occur if the DNA molecule were locked
tightly into that structure with an unbranched
helical axis. For example, triply branched repli-
cation forks occur during semiconservative
replication (7), and four-arm branched Hol-
liday junctions (8) are intermediates in ge-
netic recombination. Likewise, branched DNA

+

a

b

Hydrogen
bonding

Figure 1
Sticky-ended cohesion. (a) Cohesion between two molecular overhangs. Two
duplex molecules are shown, a red one and a blue one. Each has a single-
stranded molecular overhang that is complementary to the overhang on the
other molecule. When mixed, the two molecules can cohere in solution, as
shown. (b) Structural features of stick-ended cohesion. A crystal structure (6) is
shown that contains DNA decamers whose cohesion in the direction of the
helix axis is directed by dinucleotide sticky ends. This interaction is seen readily
in the red box, where the continuity of the chains is interrupted by gaps. The
two blue boxes contain B-form duplex DNA. It is a half-turn away from the
DNA in the red box, so it is upside down from it, but otherwise the structure is
the same. Thus, sticky ends cohere to form B-DNA, and one can use this
information in a predictive fashion to estimate the local structures of DNA
constructs held together by sticky ends.

molecules are central to DNA nanotechnology.
It is the combination of in vitro hybridization
and synthetic branched DNA that leads to the
ability to use DNA as a construction material
(9). The fundamental notion behind DNA nan-
otechnology is illustrated in Figure 2a, which
shows the cohesion of four copies of a four-arm
branched DNA molecule tailed in sticky ends
associating to form a quadrilateral. In the exam-
ple shown, only the inner sticky ends are used
in forming the quadrilateral. Consequently, the
structure can be extended to form an infinite
lattice (9).
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Figure 2
Self-assembly of branched DNA molecules to form larger arrangements. The
image on the left shows a four-arm branched junction made from four
differently colored strands. Its double helical domains are tailed in 5′ sticky
ends labeled (clockwise from the left) X, Y′, X′, and Y; the sticky ends are
indicated by small extensions from the main strand (our convention is to
represent 3′ ends by arrowheads or, as here, by half arrowheads). The primed
sticky ends complement the unprimed ones. The image on the right shows how
four of these junctions can self-assemble through this complementarity to yield
a quadrilateral. The sticky ends have come together in a complementary
fashion. Note, this assembly does not use up all the available sticky ends, so that
those that are left over could be used to generate a lattice in two dimensions
(2D) and, indeed, in 3D.

1.3. Convenient Synthesis
of Designed Sequences

Biologically derived branched DNA molecules,
such as Holliday junctions, are inherently un-
stable because they exhibit sequence symme-
try, i.e., the four strands actually consist of two
pairs of strands with the same sequence. This
symmetry enables an isomerization known as
branch migration that allows the branch point
to relocate (10). Branch migration can be elim-
inated if one chooses sequences that lack sym-
metry in the vicinity of the branch point. We
discuss below different approaches to the use
of symmetry in DNA nanotechnology, but the
first approaches to DNA nanotechnology en-
tailed sequence design that attempted to mini-
mize sequence symmetry in every way possible.
Such sequences are not readily obtained from
natural sources, which leads to the third pillar
supporting DNA nanotechnology, the synthesis
of DNA molecules of arbitrary sequence (11).
Fortunately, this is a capability that has existed
for about as long as needed by this enterprise:
Synthesis within laboratories or centralized

facilities has been around since the 1980s. To-
day, it is possible to order all the DNA com-
ponents needed for DNA nanotechnology, so
long as they lack complex modifications, i.e., so-
called “vanilla” DNA. In addition, the biotech-
nology enterprise has generated a demand for
many variants on the theme of DNA (e.g., bi-
otinylated molecules), and these molecules are
also readily synthesized or purchased.

2. INITIAL STEPS IN
THE PROCESS

There are two fundamental steps needed to per-
form projects in structural DNA nanotechnol-
ogy: motif design and sequence design. In gen-
erating species more complex than the linear
duplex DNA molecule, it is useful to have a pro-
tocol that leads to new DNA motifs in a con-
venient fashion; this protocol, based on recip-
rocal exchange, is presented in Section 2.1. Of
course, whatever motif is designed, it must self-
assemble from individual strands. Ultimately, it
is necessary to assign sequences to the strands,
sequences that will assemble into the designed
motif, rather than some other structure. The se-
quence symmetry minimization procedure of-
ten used for sequence design is presented in
Section 2.2.

2.1. Motif Design

Motif design relies on the operation of recip-
rocal exchange, the switching of the connec-
tions between DNA strands in two different
double helices to produce a new connectivity.
This notion is illustrated in Figure 3a where a
red strand and a blue strand undergo recipro-
cal exchange to produce red-blue and blue-red
strands. It is important to recognize that this
is not an operation performed in the labora-
tory; it is done on paper or in the computer,
and then the strands corresponding to the re-
sults of the operation are synthesized. Owing
to the polar nature of DNA backbones, the op-
eration can be performed between strands of
the same polarity or between strands of oppo-
site polarity. If only a single reciprocal exchange
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is performed, there is no difference, because
the two products are just conformers of each
other; however, if two or more operations are
performed, different topologies result. Often
a different ease of formation accompanies the
two different topologies; empirically, the best-
behaved molecules are those in which exchange
takes place between strands of opposite polarity.

A number of important motifs generated this
way are illustrated in Figure 3b. The DX motif
(12) with exchanges between strands of opposite
polarity is shown at the upper left of that panel.
This motif has been well characterized, and it is
known that its persistence length is about twice
that of a conventional linear duplex DNA (13).
The DX+J motif is shown at the upper right
of Figure 3b. In this motif, the extra domain
is usually oriented so as to be nearly perpen-
dicular to the plane of the two helix axes; this
orientation enables the domain to act as a topo-
graphic marker in the atomic force microscope
(AFM). The motif shown at the bottom left of
Figure 3b is the three-domain TX molecule.
Below, we shall see that, by joining these mo-
tifs in a 1–3 fashion (the top helical domain of

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
Figure 3
Motif generation by reciprocal exchange. (a) The
fundamental operation. The basic operation of
reciprocal exchange is shown: A red stand and a blue
strand become a red-blue and a blue-red strand
following the operation. (b) Motifs that can result
from reciprocal exchange of DNA molecules. At the
top of the panel are shown the DX motif and the
DX+J motif. The DX motif results from two
reciprocal exchanges between double helical motifs.
The DX+J motif contains another DNA domain.
Usually, this domain is oriented perpendicular to the
plane of the two helix axes in the DX part of the
motif. When this orientation is achieved, the extra
domain can behave as a topographic marker for two-
dimensional arrays containing the DX+J motif. The
bottom row of the panel shows the TX motif at left,
wherein a third domain has been added; again the
exchanges take place between strands of opposite
polarity. In the center and to the right are the PX
motif and its topoisomer, the JX2 motif. The PX
molecule is formed by exchanges between strands of
identical polarity at every possible position. The JX2
molecule lacks two of these exchanges.

one molecule joins with the bottom domain of
another molecule), two-dimensional arrays can
be created that contain useful cavities (14, 15).
By contrast with the DX and TX motifs shown,
the PX motif and its topoisomer, the JX2 motif
(bottom right of Figure 3b), result from re-
ciprocal exchange between strands of the same
polarity. In the case of the PX molecule, this
happens everywhere that two double helices can

Reciprocal 
exchange

a

b

Resolve

DX

TX PX JX2

DX + J
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be juxtaposed; two exchanges are missing in the
JX2 molecule. These motifs are central to many
of the robust nanomechanical devices that have
been constructed (16).

2.2. Sequence Design
and Symmetry Minimization

The design of DNA sequences that do not ad-
here to the strict linear duplex DNA paradigm
is likely to result in molecules that correspond
to excited states of some sort. Of course, the
vast bulk of our knowledge about DNA struc-
ture and thermodynamics is predicated on a
“ground state” linear duplex, rather than var-
ious excited states. It is evident that the goal of
sequence design would naturally be to get the
molecules to form the excited states that we seek
to make. The free-energy cost of introducing a
four-arm branch into a DNA molecule is not
very high [+1.1 ( ± 0.4) kcal mol−1 at 18◦C in
the presence of 10 mM Mg2+] (17). However,
before this was established, an effective method
based on sequence symmetry minimization was
worked out that has served well for the design
of branched molecules (9, 18). This method is
used for assigning small DNA motif sequences
in many laboratories.

The basic approach to sequence symmetry
minimization is illustrated in Figure 4a, us-
ing the example of a four-arm branched junc-
tion built from four strands that each contain
16 nt (nucleotides). Each strand has been bro-
ken up into a series of 13 overlapping tetramers,
so there are 52 tetramers in the entire molecule.
The first two tetramers in strand one have been
boxed, CGCA and GCAA. Sequence symmetry
minimization would insist that each tetramer
be unique. Furthermore, to ensure that the
molecule cannot form linear duplex DNA at
any point around the designed branch point, the
linear complements to each of the 12 tetramers
flanking the branch point are also forbidden.
For example, the complement to the boxed
CTGA (i.e., TCAG) is nowhere to be found
in this molecule. Using these criteria, com-
petition with the target structure (the four-
octamer duplex components of the branch) will

only come from trimers; thus, the boxed ATG
segments could, in principle, be in the wrong
place, but the free-energy differences between
octamers and trimers win out, and the tar-
get is obtained without detectable impurities.
In the case of four-arm branched molecules,
branch migration may also be a problem (10),
so the junction-flanking nucleotides are forbid-
den from having a twofold symmetric relation-
ship among themselves. Other tricks used to
avoid getting the wrong associations include:
(a) the prevention of long stretches of Gs that
could form other structures (particularly near
crossover points) and (b) avoiding homopoly-
mer tracts, polypurine or polypyrimidine tracts,
alternating purine-pyrimidine tracts, and any-
thing else that looks to the designer like it might
be symmetric in the broadest sense of the word.
Such precautions are clearly less important in
the middle of a large stretch of linear duplex
than they are near branch points.

In recent years, some issues involving sym-
metry minimization have been raised, either ex-
plicitly or implicitly. For example, in a 12-arm
junction (Figure 4b), it is not possible to flank
the branch point with different base pairs, as
it was with the four-arm junction. An entropic
argument was used to design the junction in
Figure 4b, and it seems to have been successful
(19). Mao and colleagues (20) have used phys-
ical restraints (e.g., strand length) and concen-
tration, while maximizing symmetry, to obtain
large arrangements of molecules designed to
have as few as one strand. Both of these ap-
proaches consider nucleic acids as physical enti-
ties whose properties can be exploited; they rep-
resent advances from original considerations
of nucleic acid sequences as arbitrary mathe-
matical constructs. Arguably, the most dramatic
example of ignoring sequence symmetry and
just designing structures is Rothemund’s DNA
origami (21). We discuss DNA origami in more
detail below, but basically, a long viral single
strand, the sequence accepted as a given, is used
to scaffold about 250 shorter strands to produce
a two-dimensional (21) or three-dimensional
shape, either with straight (22) or bent (23) fea-
tures. Recently, Shih and coworkers (24) have
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Figure 4
(a) Sequence design.
The four-arm junction
shown contains four
16 mers that are each
broken up into 13
overlapping tetramers.
Insisting that each
tetramer be unique
and that no tetramer
complement those that
flank the branch point
leads to the formation
of a stable branch,
particularly if the
twofold symmetry that
enables branch
migration is forbidden.
Tetramers provide a
“vocabulary” of 256
(less 16 self-
complementary units)
possible sequences to
use, leading to
competition from
trimers. It would be
difficult to design this
molecule to have 56
unique trimers. Larger
units clearly are to be
used with larger
constructs. (b) A
12-arm junction. It is
not possible to
eliminate symmetry
around the center of
this junction, so
identical nucleotide
pairs were spaced at
four-step intervals
around the junction.
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demonstrated that two long complementary
DNA molecules can be folded successfully into
two different shapes before they rehybridize to
form a linear duplex.

3. INDIVIDUAL CONSTRUCTS

DNA can be used to construct specific tar-
get structures, which are self-assembled and
then may be ligated into closed species. These
molecules may be characterized only by their
topologies, but some have been characterized
geometrically. These molecules are discussed
in Section 3.1. Large constructs can be made
by using a long scaffolding strand, which binds
a large number of “helper” or “staple” strands
that lock it into its final structure. This type of
construction is known as DNA origami, and is
described in Section 3.2.

3.1. Unscaffolded Targets

The earliest DNA constructs were best de-
scribed as topological species, rather than ge-
ometrical species. This is because the earliest
DNA motifs, i.e., branched junctions, were not
robust but could be described as floppy if they

a b

Figure 5
Early topological constructs built from DNA. (a) A cube-like molecule. This
molecule is a hexacatenane; each edge corresponds to two double helical turns
of DNA. Each backbone strand is drawn in a different color, and each one
corresponds to a given face of the cube. Each is linked twice to each of the four
strands that flank it, owing to the two-turn lengths of the edges. (b) A DNA-
truncated octahedron. This molecule is a 14 catenane, again with each edge
consisting of two turns of double helical DNA. Although the truncated
octahedron has three edges flanking each vertex (i.e., it is “three connected”), it
has been built using four-arm junctions.

were ligated (25, 26). Thus, both the linking
and branching topologies of these molecules
were well-defined because these features could
be established by gels, but their detailed struc-
tures were not fixed. Idealized pictures of the
first two structures, a cube (27) and a truncated
octahedron (28), each with two double helical
turns between vertices, are shown in Figure 5.
All nicks in these molecules were sealed, and
they were characterized topologically by dena-
turing gel electrophoresis. One of the issues
with these structures is that they were not delta-
hedrons (polyhedrons whose faces are all trian-
gles); deltahedrons, such as tetrahedrons (29),
octahedrons (30), and icosahedrons (22), have
all been produced during the current decade
(22, 31). In addition, a protein has been encap-
sulated within a tetrahedron (32). The larger
species have been characterized by electron mi-
croscopy. Other polyhedrons, such as DNA
buckyballs (truncated icosahedrons), have been
produced by carefully exploiting the interplay
between junction flexibility and edge rigidity
(31).

The topological features of the early con-
structs also led to the development of single-
stranded DNA topology. A crossover in a knot
or a catenane can be regarded as being equiv-
alent to a half-turn of DNA, which can be ex-
ploited accordingly (33). Thus, it has proved
fairly simple to produce a variety of knotted
molecules from single-stranded DNA (34), as
well as a number of specifically linked cate-
nanes. Some of these constructs have been used
to characterize the topology of Holliday junc-
tions (35). By using left-handed Z-DNA, it is
possible to produce nodes of both signs in topo-
logical products. This aspect of DNA topology
was exploited to produce the first Borromean
rings from DNA (36). An RNA knot was used
to discover that Escherichia coli DNA topoiso-
merase III (but not topoisomerase I) can act as
an RNA topoisomerase (37).

3.2. DNA Origami

DNA origami entails the use of a scaffolding
strand to which a series of smaller staple strands
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or helper strands are added. The staple strands
are used to fold the scaffolding strand into a
well-defined shape. The first example of a scaf-
folding strand in structural DNA nanotechnol-
ogy was reported by Yan et al. (38), who used
a scaffolding strand to make a one-dimensional
barcode array. This application of scaffolding
was followed quickly by Shih et al. (30), who
used a long strand of DNA with five short
helper strands to build an octahedron held to-
gether by PX cohesion (39). However, neither
of these two advances had the dramatic im-
pact of Rothemund’s 2006 publication (21). He
demonstrated that he was able to take single-
stranded M13 viral DNA and get it to fold
into a variety of shapes, including a smiley face
(Figure 6a). One of the great advantages of this
achievement is that it creates an addressable sur-
face area roughly 100 nm square. One can use
the DX+J motif (Figure 3b) developed for pat-
terning two-dimensional arrays (40) (see below)
to place patterns on DNA origami constructs.
An example is seen in Figure 6b, which shows a
map of the Western Hemisphere. DNA origami
has become widely used since it was intro-
duced and has been employed for embedding
nanomechanical devices (41), for making long
six-helix bundles (42), for use as an aid to NMR
structure determination (43), and for building
three-dimensional objects (22), including a box
that can be locked and unlocked, with potential
uses in therapeutic delivery (44).

4. CRYSTALLINE ARRAYS

The original goal of structural DNA nanotech-
nology was to produce designed periodic mat-
ter (9). The first stage of this effort was the
assembly of two-dimensional crystals from ro-
bust motifs. These two-dimensional crystals
could be readily characterized by atomic force
microscopy. Two-dimensional crystals are dis-
cussed in Section 4.1. Three-dimensional crys-
tals have been assembled recently. They have
been characterized by X-ray crystallographic
methods, which require a more highy ordered
sample than AFM. Three-dimensional crystals
are discussed in Section 4.2.

a b

Figure 6
Atomic force micrographs of DNA origami constructs. (a) A smiley face. The
scaffold strand, bound to helper strands, zigzags back and forth from left to
right, yielding the structure seen. (b) A map of the Western Hemisphere. This
image dramatically demonstrates the addressability of the DNA array. Each of
the white pixels is made by a small DNA double helical domain, similar to the
DX+J tile (Figure 3).

4.1. Two-Dimensional Crystals

To generate periodic matter, it is necessary
to have robust motifs that do not bend and
flex readily; otherwise, a repeating pattern
could fold up to form a cycle, poisoning the
growth of the array. The DX molecule (see
Figure 3b) was the first molecule shown to be
sufficiently rigid for this purpose (13, 45). The
molecule was quickly exploited to produce
periodic matter in two dimensions (40). The
DX+J motif was used to impose patterns on
these arrays. When DX+J molecules were
included specifically in the pattern, deliberately
striped features could be seen in the AFM,
as shown in Figure 7. DNA motifs that form
two-dimensional periodic (or aperiodic) arrays
are often called “tiles” because they can tile
the plane. There are numerous tiles that have
been developed to tile the two-dimensional
plane, including the three-domain TX tile
(14), the six-helix hexagonal bundle (42), and
the DX triangle (46). For reasons that are not
well understood, two-dimensional crystals are
relatively small, typically no more than a few
micrometers in either dimension.

Two-dimensional crystals have proved to be
an extremely good way to introduce students
and other new investigators to structural DNA
nanotechnology. The preparation of the AB∗

or ABCD∗ array (Figure 7), for example, is
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Figure 7
Two-dimensional arrays of DX and DX+J molecules. (a) An alternating array of DX and DX+J molecules.
Two tiles are shown, a DX tile labeled A and a DX+J tile labeled B∗. The black dot represents the extra
domain of the DX+J. Sticky ends are shown as geometrically complementary shapes. The array that would
be formed by these two tiles is shown below them, including a stripe-like feature formed by the extra domain
of the DX+J tile. The horizontal direction of each tile is 16 nm. The atomic force microscope (AFM) image
at right shows stripes separated by ∼33 nm, near the predicted distance of 32 nm. (b) An array of three DX
and one DX+J tiles. The A, B, and C tiles are DX molecules, and the D∗ tile is a DX+J tile. All tiles have the
same dimensions as in (a). This leads to an ∼65-nm separation of stripes, near the predicted distance of
64 nm, as seen in the AFM image at the right.

extremely simple: All the strands are mixed
stoichiometrically, heated to 90◦–95◦ and then
cooled over 40 h in a styrofoam container (47);
they are readily observed by atomic force mi-
croscopy when deposited on mica (47). Gradu-
ate students, undergraduates, and high school
students are usually successful at producing
beautiful AFM images on the first pass. There
are some experiments that can discourage new
investigators in structural DNA nanotechnol-
ogy, but making two-dimensional periodic ar-
rays is not among them.

4.2. Three-Dimensional Crystals

Control of the structure of matter would
be incomplete without the ability to produce

three-dimensional crystals of high quality. Al-
though two-dimensional crystals are examined
by AFM, the way to characterize the molecu-
lar structure of three-dimensional crystals is by
X-ray crystallography. Under exceptionally
good circumstances, one can resolve by AFM
two double helices separated by 7 nm (two turns
of DNA), but such resolution is not usually
available (e.g., Reference 48). By contrast, X-
ray crystallography is capable of resolutions of
∼1 Å, the limitations being largely a function
of crystal quality. All the early attempts to ob-
tain high-quality crystals of DNA motifs re-
sulted in crystals diffracting to no better than
10-Å resolution. If there are issues of molec-
ular boundaries within the crystal to be deter-
mined, such a resolution is unlikely to provide
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an unambiguous answer (49). Recently, how-
ever, a tensegrity triangle (50), with two double
helical turns per edge, has been crystallized to
4-Å resolution, and its structure has been de-
termined by the single anomalous dispersion
method (51). The tensegrity triangle has three
double helical domains that point in three in-
dependent directions, so as to define a three-
dimensional structure. An individual tenseg-
rity triangle and its six neighbors are shown in

stereoscopic projection in Figure 8a. The three
independent directions of the tensegrity trian-
gle lead to a rhombohedral structure that flanks
a cavity. This cavity, along with seven of the
eight tensegrity triangles that flank it, is shown
in stereoscopic projection in Figure 8b; the vol-
ume of the cavity is ∼100 nm3.

It is evident from Figure 8a that the struc-
ture is held together in the directions of the he-
lix axes. This is not happenstance. Nine other

a

b

Figure 8
The three-dimensional lattice formed by the tensegrity triangles. (a) The surroundings of an individual
triangle. This stereoscopic simplified image distinguishes the three independent directions in the colors (red,
green, and yellow) of their base pairs. Thus, the central triangle is shown flanked by three other pairs of
triangles in the three differently colored directions. (b) The rhombohedral cavity formed by the tensegrity
triangles. This stereoscopic projection shows seven of the eight tensegrity triangles that comprise the corners
of the rhombohedron. The outline of the cavity is shown in white. The red triangle at the back connects
through one edge each to the three yellow triangles that lie in a plane somewhat closer to the viewer. The
yellow triangles are connected through two edges each to three different green triangles, which are in a plane
even nearer the viewer. A final triangle that would cap the structure has been omitted for clarity. That triangle
would be directly above the red triangle and would be even closer to the viewer than the green triangles.
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crystals have been characterized that are also
based on the tensegrity triangle and are held
together by 2-nt sticky ends (51). Some of the
crystals (like the one shown in Figure 8) are
threefold rotationally averaged by sticky-end
selection, and some of the tensegrity triangles
have longer edges, with either three turns or
four turns. The resolution of the crystals is in-
versely related to edge length, ∼6.5 Å for three
turns and ∼10–11 Å for four turns. It is un-
clear why this is the case, but it may be re-
lated to the fact that these are stick-like struc-
tures, rather than the ball-like structures usually
examined by macromolecular crystallography.
Since there are no molecular boundaries to es-
tablish for these structures, their resolution is
not a key factor, so one of each of the larger
structures has been determined by molecular
replacement. The volume of the largest cavity
is ∼1100 nm3 (roughly a zeptoliter). In contrast
to two-dimensional crystals, the crystal sizes are
macroscopic, ranging from 0.25 mm to 1 mm
in linear dimensions. One of the strengths of
the notion of holding molecules together by
sticky ends is that one can design the num-
ber of molecules per crystallographic repeat. A
crystal with two distinct two-turn motifs has

a

b c

+

100 nm

Figure 9
Organizing gold nanoparticles with a two-dimensional motif. (a) Two different
three-dimensional-double crossover (3D-DX) motifs, containing 5-nm or
10-nm particles on one end of a propagation direction and yielding a
checkerboard nanoparticle array. (b) The two 3D-DX motifs in greater detail
assembled to form a two-dimensional array. (c) A transmission electron
microscopy image showing a checkerboard array of gold nanoparticles.

been designed, and its structure determined by
molecular replacement (T. Wang, R. Sha, J.J.
Birktoft, J. Zheng, C. Mao & N.C. Seeman, in
preparation).

5. OTHER TYPES OF DNA-BASED
NANOMATERIALS

In addition to organizing conventional DNA
species, there has been a lot of work with DNA-
based systems. Section 5.1 discusses the use of
DNA to organize proteins and nanoelectronic
components. Section 5.2 discusses algorithmic
assembly, derived from DNA-based computa-
tion, which differs from the periodic assembly
described in the previous section. Section 5.3
describes efforts involving DNA analogs, and
Section 5.4 describes the combination of DNA
with coordination complexes.

5.1. Organization of Other Species

The use of DNA to organize other molecular
species has been a central component of struc-
tural DNA nanotechnology since its incep-
tion (9). Originally, the notion was that three-
dimensional crystals could organize biological
macromolecules that were resistant to crystal-
lization by traditional methods. It is clear from
the last section that some progress is needed in
resolution before such a goal can be realized.
Nevertheless, structural DNA nanotechnology
has done other things with proteins. Yan and
his colleagues (52) have attached biotin groups
to DNA arrays and used them to bind strep-
tavidin. The same group has used aptamers on
the surface of DNA origami to establish the co-
operativity of protein-protein interactions (53).

Another target for structural DNA nan-
otechnology is the organization of nanoelec-
tronic or nanophotonic components (54). In
this regard, a number of studies have been de-
voted to organizing nanoparticles using DNA,
sometimes within individual objects (55, 56),
and sometimes within one-dimensional (57)
or two-dimensional arrays containing multiple
components (58, 59). Figure 9 illustrates how
multiple components, each carrying a different
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cargo, can be used to organize complex arrange-
ments of metallic nanoparticles (59). The motif
used is the three-dimensional-double crossover
(3D-DX) motif, which is based on the tenseg-
rity triangle, but contains eight-turn DX com-
ponents in each direction of crystal propaga-
tion, rather than single helices. A 5-nm gold
nanoparticle has been placed on the end of
one of the propagation directions in one of the
3D-DX molecules, and a 10-nm gold nanopar-
ticle has been put in the same site in the
other 3D-DX molecule (Figure 9a). Thus, one
propagation direction is eliminated, but two-
dimensional arrays can be formed. Figure 9b

shows the 3D-DX motif and its lattice in greater
detail, and Figure 9c shows a transmission elec-
tron microscopy image of the checkerboard
pattern formed by the nanoparticles.

5.2. Algorithmic Assembly

The crystallographic background of the author
has led to an emphasis on periodic matter in this
article. However, it is also possible to organize
aperiodic matter. Winfree and his colleagues
(60–62) have focused on this aspect of assem-
bly. The advantages of algorithmic assembly are
that complex algorithmic patterns can be gener-
ated using only a few tiles. For example, Pascal’s
triangle modulo 2, in which all the even num-
bers are replaced by 0 and the odd numbers by
1, is known as a Sierpinski triangle. This frac-
tal pattern can be generated by four tiles that
correspond to the logical operations of exclu-
sive OR (XOR), in addition to three tiles for
the vertex, left and right sides of the triangle.
The XOR gate yields a 0 if the two inputs are
the same and a 1 if they are different. Currently,
the main issue in algorithmic assembly is its ex-
treme sensitivity to errors relative to periodic
assembly. This problem derives from the fact
that correct tiles in periodic assembly are com-
peting only with incorrect tiles for a slot in the
growing array, whereas in algorithmic assembly,
correct tiles are competing with half-correct
tiles (41, 64). Winfree and his colleagues have
built Sierpinski triangles (60), most successfully
when using an approach that “chaperones” the

area of the aperiodic array (61). The same group
has also built a set of tiles that can count bi-
nary groups (62). The great promise of count-
ing is that two-dimensional crystals, and per-
haps three-dimensional crystals, might be built
to precise dimensions.

5.3. DNA Analogs

It is a natural question as to whether other nu-
cleic acids are capable of being used as the ba-
sis of precise self-assembly. Jaeger’s group (63,
65) has mined the loop-loop tertiary interac-
tions in a variety of RNA crystal structures
and has exploited them as the basis for self-
assembled arrangements. They have taken ro-
bust motifs, such as tRNA molecules, and as-
sembled them to form square-like species and
small arrays (63, 65). Nobody seems to have
tried to use RNA in the exclusively sticky-
ended fashion that structural DNA nanotech-
nology has usually employed. Chaput and his
colleagues (66) have built a branched junction
from glycerol nucleic acid. Combining differ-
ent types of nucleic acid molecules in the same
construct is tricky because constructs like the
DX molecule are very sensitive to double heli-
cal twist. Two-dimensional arrays mixing DNA
and PNA were used to establish the helical re-
peat of the DNA/PNA double helix (67).

5.4. Seminatural Constructs

In addition to DNA analogs, it is possible to
combine other chemical species with DNA in
nanoconstructs. Sleiman’s laboratory (68–71)
has performed a number of studies in this vein.
For example, they have placed metallo-organic
complexes in junction sites (68), yielding
different properties in the presence or absence
of the metal; they have also placed metals at
the corners of metal-nucleic acid cages (69). In
a related development, Kieltyka et al. (70) have
shown that it is possible to stimulate G-tetrad
formation by use of an organometallic molecule
that is square shaped. The same group has
shown that DNA can pair with a molecule
containing a conjugated backbone (71).
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Although DNA is readily recognized as a
special molecule, it is extremely valuable for
the future of DNA-based materials in that it
can be combined with the other molecular
species that can be synthesized.

6. DNA-BASED
NANOMECHANICAL DEVICES

The description above has emphasized the
structure and the placement of atoms in space.
It is natural to ask whether it is also possible to
change their arrangement with time by exploit-
ing some sort of transition that can be induced.
Thus, a fourth dimension can be introduced in
structural DNA nanotechnology. Section 6.1
describes changes in systems that are based
on DNA structural transitions. However, such
systems are largely limited to two states, re-
gardless of the diversity of the components,
and hence they ignore the programmability of
DNA. Section 6.2 discusses transitions that are
sequence dependent, so that a variety of individ-
ually addressable devices can coexist in the same
solution.

6.1. Devices Based
on Structural Transitions

There are a number of structural transitions of
DNA that can be exploited to produce nanome-
chanical motion. The first such device was
based on the transition from right-handed B-
DNA to left-handed Z-DNA (72). There are
two conditions necessary for the B-Z transition,
a sequence that is capable of undergoing it read-
ily and solution conditions that promote it (73).
One can use the first requirement to limit how
much of the DNA undergoes the transition (the
proto-Z DNA) and use the second requirement
to drive the transition one way or the other. The
device consists of two DX components flanking
a stretch of proto-Z DNA. Figure 10a shows
how the two domains of the DX portions switch
position when the device undergoes the tran-
sition. Other devices have been built that ex-
ploit the transition of oligo-dC sequences to
the I form of DNA (74). The pH dependence
of this device has been used to measure intra-
cellular pH by combining it with fluorescent
labels. The propensity of oligo-dG sequences
to form tetraplex structures has also been used

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
Figure 10
DNA-based nanomechanical devices. (a) A DNA nanomechanical device based on the B-Z transition. The
device consists of two DX molecules connected by a shaft containing 20 nt pairs (yellow) capable of
undergoing the B-Z transition. Under B-promoting conditions, the short domains are on the same side of
the shaft, but under Z-promoting conditions [added Co(NH3)6

3+], they are on opposite sides of the shaft.
The pink and green FRET pairs are used to monitor this change. (b) The machine cycle of a PX-JX2 device.
Starting with the PX device on the left, the green set strands are removed by their complements (process I)
to leave an unstructured frame. The addition of the yellow set strands (process II) converts the frame to the
JX2 structure, in which the top and bottom domains are rotated a half-turn relative to their arrangement in
the PX conformation. Processes III and IV reverse this process to return to the PX structure. (c) AFM
demonstration of the operation of the device. A series of DNA trapezoids are connected by devices. In the
PX state, the trapezoids are in a parallel arrangement, but when the system is converted to the JX2 state, they
are in a zigzag arrangement. (d) Insertion of a device cassette into a two-dimensional array. The eight TX
tiles that form the array are shown in different colored outlined tiles. For clarity, the cohesive ends are shown
to be the same geometrical shape, although they all contain different sequences. The domain connecting the
cassette to the lattice is not shown. The cassette and reporter helix are shown as red filled components; the
marker tile is labeled “M” and is shown with a black filled rectangle, representing the domain of the tile that
protrudes from the rest of the array. Both the cassette and the marker tile are rotated about 103◦ from the
other components of the array (3-nt rotation). The PX arrangement is shown on the left, and the JX2
arrangement is on the right. Note that the reporter hairpin points toward the marker tile in the PX state but
points away from it in the JX2 state.
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to build potassium-responsive nanomechanical
DNA-based devices (75).

6.2. Sequence-Dependent Devices

As intriguing and useful as DNA devices may
be when based on structural transitions, the
true power of using DNA is its programma-
bility; single-trigger structural transitions can
lead to only a few variants, even with nuanced
DNA chemistry (34). The most effective way
to construct multiple devices is to make them
sequence dependent. Although the rate of re-
sponse is limited by strand diffusion times, this
seems to be the most robust way of achieving
different responses from multiple devices in the
same solution. The first sequence-dependent
device was a molecular tweezers constructed by
Yurke and his colleagues (76). The method that
they used to change states was to add an 8-nt
“toehold” to a controlling strand in the system.
This toehold is designed to be unpaired when
added to the device. It is removed by the addi-
tion of the complete complement to the strand
containing the toehold. The complement binds
to the toehold and removes the rest of the
strand through branch migration. The reaction
is downhill because more base pairs are formed
by removing the toehold-containing stand than
existed when it was bound to the device. Virtu-
ally every sequence-specific device utilizes this
toehold principle.

A nanomechanical device is termed robust
if it behaves like a macroscopic device, nei-
ther multimerizing nor dissociating when go-
ing through its machine cycle. The machine
cycle of a robust sequence-dependent device
controlled by “set” strands (16) is shown in
Figure 10b. This device has two states, called
PX and JX2, which differ from each other by a
half-turn rotation between their tops and bot-
toms. Starting in the PX state at left, addition
of the full complement to the green set strands
(tailed in a biotin, represented by a black dot) re-
moves the green strands, leaving a naked frame.
Addition of the yellow set strands switches the
device to the JX2 state. The cycle is completed
when the complements of the yellow strands

are added to strip them from the frame and the
green set strands are added. Figure 10c shows
in a schematic that changing states can affect
the structure of reporter trapezoids connected
by the device. This panel also shows AFM im-
ages of these state changes.

The notion of combining devices and lat-
tices enables one not only to place atoms at de-
sired locations in a fixed fashion, but also to
vary their positions with time in a programmed
fashion. This goal has been achieved in 2D (15,
41) by developing a cassette with three com-
ponents: One component is the PX-JX2 device,
the second is a domain that attaches the cassette
to a two-dimensional array, and the third is a
reporter arm whose motion can be detected by
AFM. This system is illustrated in Figure 10d,
where the device has been incorporated into an
eight-tile TX lattice. The PX state is shown on
the left, and the JX2 state is shown on the right.
The reporter arm is seen to change its orienta-
tion relative to a marker tile (black) when the
device state is switched.

The notion of exploiting toeholds that lead
to systems with more base pairs dominates
many activities in structural DNA nanotech-
nology. Clocked DNA walkers (77, 78) (de-
vices that walk on sidewalks, where each step
requires intervention) have been developed us-
ing this principle. Recently, the same notion has
been used to produce an autonomous walker,
which can move without intervention once ini-
tiated (79). Pierce and his colleagues (5) have re-
cently suggested using this approach as a route
to programming structural assembly. Likewise,
Winfree and his colleagues (80) have used the
same approach to control molecular circuitry.
No purely DNA device based on any other re-
action has been reported.

7. FURTHER CONSIDERATIONS

The topics discussed above do not cover all
the applications of DNA to the construction
of novel materials; others are discussed here.
“Smart glue” applications are discussed in Sec-
tion 7.1. The maximization of symmetry in
DNA designs is discussed in Section 7.2. The
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cloning of DNA nanostructures in vivo is
treated in Section 7.3.

7.1. Other Systems

DNA is a convenient material to use when
building specific structural species. Space does
not permit us to discuss the use of loosely orga-
nized DNA combined with proteins, a system
that has great utility and has been pioneered by
Niemeyer (81). Unstructured DNA as a smart
glue has been utilized by Mirkin and his col-
leagues (82) when combined with gold nanopar-
ticles. The difference between nanoparticles
free in solution and those bound together by the
presence of a DNA molecule is readily detected
by a color change. Gang’s (83) and Mirkin’s (84)
groups have also produced three-dimensional
nanoparticle microcrystals using unstructured
DNA.

7.2. Symmetry

We emphasized earlier that minimizing sym-
metry leads to greater control over any system,
although Mao and coworkers (20) have indi-
cated that the maximization of symmetry also
leads to minimization of purification. This can
lead to components of greater purity and pos-
sibly greater extent. For example, he and his
colleagues have made large two-dimensional
arrays using a single strand (20). In another
take on symmetry, Yan and colleagues (85) have
made finite symmetric arrangements of DNA
with specific symmetries. As a consequence of
the symmetry in these constructs, those investi-
gators are able to use a relatively small number
of DNA tiles for each of their constructs.

7.3. Cloning

As soon as one hears that DNA is being
used to build materials, a question immediately
presents itself: Can this material be reproduced
biologically, rather than by complex laboratory
procedures? The first suggestion for this ap-
proach is general but has not been attempted
(86). Shih et al. (30) were able to clone a strand

that folded into an octahedron, along with the
aid of five helper strands. In 2007, Yan and his
colleagues (87) reproduced a PX structure by in
vitro rolling circle methods, a key initial step in
the process. More recently, this group has man-
aged to perform the same task in vivo for both
a branched junction and a PX structure (88).
However, it is important to point out that both
of these cloned structures are topologically triv-
ial: They are both equivalent to circles, and an
open challenge is to produce a complex topol-
ogy by cloning.

8. CONCLUSION AND
PROSPECTS

It is hard to keep up with the advances that
are coming rapidly from the field of DNA nan-
otechnology. In Section 8.1, I summarize what
I feel are the key steps that have occurred in
this field. In Section 8.2, I recap some impor-
tant advances made by the growing number of
laboratories working in the area.

8.1. A Toolbox Provided by Nature

The complementarity of DNA (2) and the abil-
ity of complementary strands to hybridize (3)
facilitate the programmability of intermolecu-
lar affinity (4). In addition, the structural pre-
dictability of both sticky-ended cohesion prod-
ucts (6) and of specially designed branched
DNA motifs (12, 14, 42, 45, 50) enable the
programmability of structure. In this article,
I have focused only on the aspects of DNA
nanotechnology that derive from both of these
features, emphasizing the capability of plac-
ing matter in particular spatial positions and
the ability to change those structures at par-
ticular times through programmed molecular
motion (16, 73, 76–79). There are many ap-
proaches to new materials, including new ma-
terials based on DNA (e.g., References 81 and
82), that are valuable and do not require this
level of precision; however, the prejudices of
this author and the limitations of space have
prevented coverage of this aspect of DNA ma-
terials. The highest known precision of DNA
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constructs in 3D (250 μm in extent) is now 4-Å
resolution, but other crystals (up to 1 mm in
dimension) are readily available to 10-Å reso-
lution (51). DNA origami has been estimated
to provide a pixel size of about 60 Å (21). The
quality of two-dimensional crystals (typical di-
mensions ∼1 μm) is unclear because it is rare for
the primary method of observing them, AFM,
to give resolutions better than ∼7 nm). It is clear
that nature has provided a molecular basis for
synthesizing molecules whose structures can be
controlled with high precision outside the bi-
ological context. The properties of DNA may
or may not be ideal for particular materials ap-
plications. However, there are large numbers of
analogs (e.g., References 89 and 90) whose fea-
tures may be more suitable and might be used
instead.

8.2. A Rapidly Growing Field

The most exciting development in nucleic acid
nanotechnology evolving in the past decade is
the growth of the field. Around the turn of the
millennium, the effort in this field was basi-
cally limited to the originating laboratory (9,
91). Today, 50–60 laboratories are involved in

the effort. This article has a tilt that emphasizes
my personal interests. Unfortunately, length re-
strictions have prevented me from mention-
ing much of the exciting work done by nu-
merous investigators; I apologize to them for
these omissions. The expansion of the field is
arguably the most powerful development of the
last decade: Different people have different per-
spectives on solutions to the problems that exist,
leading to greater likelihoods of success. Fur-
thermore, more investigators lead to more in-
novative approaches, exemplified by the devel-
opments of Rothemund’s origami (21), Shih and
coworkers’ NMR system (43), Gothelf and col-
leagues’ DNA box (44), Sleiman and cowork-
ers’ use of coordination chemistry (69), Yan and
colleagues’ cloning (88), Jaeger and coworkers’
(63) and Paukstelis et al.’s (92) uses of tertiary
interactions, and Chen & Mao’s autonomous
device (93). The increasing recognition of the
power of directing molecular interactions by in-
ternally programmed molecular information is
leading to an extremely bright future for this
field. It is impossible to predict where this field
is going, but with so many new and imaginative
investigators involved, it will undoubtedly lead
to increasingly exciting applications.

SUMMARY POINTS

1. The development of structural DNA nanotechnology relies on the control of DNA
hybridization, on the ready availability of synthetic DNA, and on the ability to design
and self-assemble stable branched DNA molecules.

2. Sequence design and motif design are key elements of this field.

3. It is possible to form molecules with the connectivities of various DNA polyhedrons by
joining branched species via sticky ends; the shapes of molecules with only triangular
faces will be correctly formed.

4. Stiff motifs are needed for periodic arrangements of DNA motifs. Using them, it is pos-
sible to self-assemble two-dimensional and three-dimensional crystalline arrangements.
More complex arrangements, known as algorithmic assemblies, can also be self-organized
within the context of a chaperoning border.

5. It is possible to use DNA to build nanomechanical devices. Some are based on DNA
structural transitions, but others are sequence dependent, availing themselves of the full
power of DNA programmability.
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6. DNA can be used to organize other species in space, including proteins and nanoelec-
tronic components.

7. DNA origami has resulted in facile construction of both two-dimensional and three-
dimensional patterns and motifs. These range from a smiley face in two dimensions to a
box with a keyed lock in three dimensions.

8. During the past decade, the field has expanded from a single laboratory to over 50
laboratories, signaling increasing interest in finding applications for programming the
information in DNA beyond its genetic role, for structural and dynamic purposes.

FUTURE ISSUES

1. Can the resolution of three-dimensional DNA crystals be improved from 4 Å to 1–
2 Å? If so, it will be possible to use this system as the basis for crystallizing biological
macromolecules.

2. Can the sizes of two-dimensional DNA arrays be increased from ∼1 μm to large areas?
This would enable the use of DNA to organize nanoelectronics on a practical scale.

3. Can DNA origami tiles be self-assembled in the same way as small motifs? This would
greatly increase the addressability of DNA-based surfaces.

4. Can nanoparticles and other nanoelectronic components be fit into three-dimensional
DNA arrays? This would usher in a new era in the ability to organize nanoelectronics
and nanophotonics from the bottom up, with an entirely new paradigm.

5. Can error-free algorithmic assembly be increased in extent and can it be extended to 3D?
This will enable the construction of three-dimensional crystals of designated size.

6. Can nucleic acid analogs be used as effectively as DNA for nanoconstruction? If so,
applications will not be limited to those compatible with an extensive polyanion with the
structural characteristics of DNA.

7. Can some source of energy other than increased base pairing be employed for DNA-
based nanodevices? If so, more sophisticated systems can be developed.

8. Can DNA-based nanodevices be made sufficiently sophisticated, autonomous, and inert
to be used within a biological context? If so, cellular-level robotic therapy might be
possible.
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